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Abstract—We study transmission delays on an IP router caused
by security and address translation mechanisms. Using a high-
precision device for traffic generation and measurements and a
simulated topology of two hundred end systems, we test three
mechanisms of the following types: Access Control Lists, Intru-
sion Prevention Systems and Network Address Translation. As
we show, in some cases the delay changes only a little bit, when
the mechanism is turned on. In most cases however, the impact
of the mentioned mechanisms is non-negligible and may increase
the delay ten times in worst-case scenarios.

Keywords–Transmission delay; IP networks, Secure architec-
ture; Router security.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important performance characteristics of
computer networks is delay – the time between sending and
receiving data. Transmission delays are an inherent problem of
communication quality, starting with intermittent conversations
via Internet telephony, through the delays in the transmission
of video, ending with targeting missiles on the battlefield.

In this paper, we investigate how popular security and
address translation mechanisms affect delays in IP networks.
In particular, we focus on mechanisms implemented with
layer 4 addressing. In the experiments, we verify the impact
of Access Control Lists (ACL), Intrusion Prevention Systems
(IPS) and Network Address Translation (NAT) technology on
the delay generated by the device on which these mechanisms
are implemented. Of course, it is to be expected that additional
packet processing introduces additional delay. However, it is
impossible to say in advance if this is 1%, 100% or 10000%
of extra delay. Therefore, the goal of this paper is to check
what is the order of magnitude of the delay induced by the
studied mechanisms.

ACL [1][2][3], introduced first in Unix systems for exten-
sive control access to files, were further extended to network
devices to use higher layers in order to verify the access
rights to network resources. Universal ACL consists of the
information about source and destination Internet Protocol (IP)
address, network mask, and port/protocol of higher layers [4].

IPS is a method for detecting and blocking attacks in real
time [5][6]. Two modes of operation of the IPS are available
(see, e.g., [7]):

• ”Promiscuous” (Intrusion Detection System mode) –
analyzes the traffic copy, which does not slow down
the traffic, but cannot block attacks in real time.

• ”In-line” (IPS mode) – analyzes the original traffic,
slowing it down. ”In-line” mode can, however, auto-
matically block attacks in the real time.

A router with the IPS mechanism turned on operates in
transparent mode [8]. This means that the system analyzes the
traffic passing through the router as a transparent bridge, by
analyzing the layers 2-7 and appropriately responding to the
defined threats.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 3 contains
an overview of the testbed prepared for the experiments. In
Section 4 we present the results of the ACLs experiments. In
Section 5 the influence of IPSs on delays is studied. Section 6
describes the impact of the NAT mechanisms on transmission
delays. The paper is concluded in Section 7.

II. RELATED WORK

For now, research activities are polarized in the following
directions. Firstly, studies on developing improved mecha-
nisms, such as detecting and reducing redundancy in ACLs,
[9], or classification, analysis and deleting conflicts in Intrusion
Prevention and Detection Systems, [10], are carried out. In
addition to the direction of improving actual features, there
are studies on other architecture schemes, such as network
virtualization and software-defined networks [11]. However,
there are no research paper, validating security mechanism with
high-precision hardware traffic generator.

III. TESTBED

The testing environment was built using a high-precision
hardware traffic generator, which allows to generate artificial
traffic with characteristics needed in the prepared test scenarios
with full line rates, as well as measure and analyze the arriving
packets with time precision of 20ns. Moreover, the generator
enables simulation of a virtual topology composed of many
interconnected devices.

Namely, the Ixia generator with XM2 casing was used [12].
XM2 dual-port casing provides a platform to build a topology-
based Ixia’s test solutions. Working with the family of test
applications, XM2 is the basis of a complete environment
for testing the performance and operation of the network.
The casing allows installation of different modules for traffic
generation: up to 32 Gigabit Ethernet ports, up to sixteen 10G
Ethernet ports, and a single Ethernet port 40G, 100G or a
single dual-port 40/100G Ethernet. These modules provide the
necessary processing to test the application layers 2-7, the
signaling, voice and video transmission, etc.
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Figure 1. Virtual topology configuration.

The load module used in the tests, is an
LSM1000XMVDC8-01 Gigabit Ethernet Load Module
[13], offering full functionality for testing layers 2-7. Each
port supports the generation and analysis of layers 2-3 with
line rate, as well as high-performance emulation of routing
and switching protocols. In order to monitor the traffic
with high accuracy in real time, the device uses specialized
programmable circuits. The load module used in this study
was 8 ports (copper or fiber), operating in the range from
10Mbps to 1Gbps. Each port on the card has a separate RISC
processor running Linux and a fully optimized stack for
testing TCP/IP. This architecture provides the performance
and flexibility in testing of routers, switches, broadband and
wireless Internet access, access devices, web servers, video
servers, gateways, firewalls, etc.

The Ixia’s IxNetwork software is an application designed to
test the performance and functionality of routers and switches
[14]. IxNetwork works on separate modules and processors
for each port. From the software perspective, each of them
is a separate instance of Linux operating system. With this
solution, each interface is tested independently, and the state of
the corresponding instance is passed to the supervisor machine
based on Microsoft Windows operating system.

IxNetwork software provides an easy-to-use graphical in-
terface, which can be used to configure and run complex tests.
Using IxNetwork tester, we can easily set up protocol variables
and parameters specific to the needs of the device under test.

The specific testbed was chosen to emulate real traffic
instead of just simulating it, which is usually the contemporary
method nowadays. Ixia’s hardware allow generate traffic with
desired parameters, and then, with high-precision measured
transmission delay generated by described security mecha-
nisms. Devices chosen for tests have been selected to meet
the specifications for possibility to configure discussed security
mechanisms.

The configuration of the testing environment used in the
experiments is depicted in Figure 1. The first topology is
simulated on the input port, and the second topology on the
output port of the Ixia’s load module. Each topology consists of
100 devices. This is meant to simulate the connection between
different pairs of addresses (Media Access Control- MAC, IP,
etc.), transferred through the device under test. All the tests
were carried on a single Cisco 2811 router (as in the middle
of Figure 1), however due to similar architecture devices from
the same class (access class devices for our studies) should

generate comparable delays.
The traffic generated by the generator had the following

parameters:

• direction of the flow, D, which was H or F (H meaning
the alternating two-way traffic, i.e., half-duplex, F
meaning the simultaneous two-way traffic, i.e., full-
duplex),

• lack of optimization (Quality of Service (QoS) settings
and IP Type of Service (ToS) Precedence),

• package size, S, in bytes,
• duration of the test, T, in seconds,
• load of the line, C, in percentage (e.g., 10% means

that the percentage of transmission data including
individual headers is 10% of the total capacity of the
link).

The delay was measured from the time of completing the
generation of the entire package to the last received bit on the
receiver side (Last-In-Last-Out - LILO methodology). This is
the default schema of time-stamping on Ixia devices.

Each test was repeated 1000 times. In the following sec-
tions, the resulting delays are presented in terms of the mean
value and standard deviation based on the unloaded variance
estimator.

IV. THE IMPACT OF ACCESS CONTROL LISTS ON DELAY

The purpose of this set of tests was to verify the delay that
is induced by the use and actions of ACLs in three scenarios:

• 100% of the traffic is proven through the ACL that
allows traffic on the first rule,

• 100% of the traffic is proven through the ACL, in
which the variable parameter is the number of traffic
rules (all allowing traffic),

• 50% of the traffic is rejected by the ACL. The re-
maining traffic goes through a control list on the first
rule and is checked whether the rejection affected the
delay or not.

On the router, the standard and extended ACLs consisting
of 1, 100, and 1000 dynamically generated entries were
configured. The purpose of the test was to check what is
the increase of delay when dealing with 1 and 1000 ACLs.
An example of the extended ACL configuration with one
entry (permitting traffic from 10.0.0.0/24 subnet to 10.0.1.0/24
subnet) is presented on Figure 2.
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Figure 2. ACL configuration with one entry.

The tests of ACLs were carried out with disabled CEF
(Cisco Express Forwarding) mechanism, [15].

Measurements were performed with the following param-
eters set:

• Direction: Full-duplex,
• Size: 64 B,
• Time: 30 seconds,
• Load: 10%,
• Number and type of checklists: a variable parameter.

TABLE I. RESULTS OF ACL TESTS.

The number and type of ACL rules Delay [µs]
No ACL 147±1.23

1 – Standard list 150±1.89
100 – Standard list 270±2.5
100 – Extended list 310±3.3
1000 – Extended list 1500±32

2 streams – rejected + passed 150±1.93

The results of the experiments are presented in Table 1.
As we can see, the implementation of ACLs may degrade
significantly the observed delay. In particular, the usage of a
single entry ACL had no significant effect on the delay,
but a checklist of 100 entries increased the delay to 190%
(standard list) and to 210% (extended list) of the original
value. Exploiting ACL with 1000 entries increased the delay
to 1000% of the base value.

It can be seen that the delay generated by ACLs increased
approximately linearly with the number of rules.

V. DELAYS INDUCED BY THE INTRUSION PREVENTION
SYSTEM

These tests were performed to verify the IPS system
overhead while scanning and detecting attacks in the traffic.
The configuration of the router IPS is presented on Figure
3. The presented syntax, create ips rule, add signatures for
basic vulnerabilities and enable it on the device. Prepared
configuration allowed to check what is the transmission delay
when traffic is passed through IPS mechanism with basic
security rules.

The tests of IPS mechanisms were carried with enabled
CEF mechanism. In the tests, the IPS mode was set to ”In-
line”, which in addition to detection of attacks enables also
preventing them in real time. The default thread signature was
used [16], which provides a basic level of protection against a
wide range of typical dangers.

Measurements were performed with the following param-
eters set:

• Direction: Full-duplex,
• Size: 64 B,
• Time: 30 seconds,

Figure 3. Configuration of the router IPS.

Figure 4. Distribution of probes in IPS tests.

• Load: 10%.

Packet contain random data without any specific patterns to
just pass-through IPS without raising any alarms. This payload
type let measure actual IPS delay without false-positives with
shorter delay, due to IPSs detection time.

The measured delay without IPS averaged at 26±1.2µs.
Measured delay with IPS enabled averaged at 178±5µs. The
values of the delay collected during the tests without and with
the IPS mechanism are shown in Figure 4.

We can conclude that even a basic set of the IPS rules
significantly increases the delay (700% of the initial value). Of
course, the delay would be even greater for a larger number
of signatures.

In the additional tests that were performed, with IPS
enabled and operating in the ”Promiscuous mode”, the delay
averaged at 28±0.6 µs. This shows that in the ”Promiscuous”
mode, basically no additional delay is induced. (The addition
of 2µs resulting from the need to copy the traffic flow on a
different port is negligible). It must be remembered, however,
that this mode does not provide protection in real time.

VI. ADDRESS TRANSLATION IMPACT ON DELAY

Since the 90s, the IPv4 addressing space has been con-
sidered too small and the pool of addresses is still lowering.
Creating the IPv6 standard solved the problem, but there are
several issues that slow down migration to the new protocol
[17][18]. Therefore, IPv6 is still not the most common method
of preventing exhaustion of IPv4 addresses. Instead, local area
networks use private addresses, which are translated into public
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Figure 5. Static NAT configuration.

Figure 6. Dynamic NAT configuration.

addresses using NAT method [19][20], when routed to the
global network. RFC 1918 [21] describes the address class
division and their pools due to the allocation of public and
private parts. NAT concept was developed in three branches
and implemented in three different ways in the network
devices:

• Static Translation – one internal address is translated
into one external address – no advantages associated
with a reduction of usage of public IPv4 addresses.

• Dynamic Translation – some internal addresses are
translated into several external addresses. The alloca-
tion is dynamically translated by the device.

• Port Address Translation (PAT) – several internal
addresses are translated into one external address.
Distinguishing between internal addresses is made by
dynamic assignment of ports to them.

In this set of tests, the impact of NAT on network delays
was verified. The following configuration was used.

• Static NAT configuration is presented on Figure 5 -
where one internal IP address is translated to one
external IP address.

• Dynamic NAT configuration is presented on Figure 6
- where internal IP addresses are translated to external
IP addresses chosen from the specified pool.

• PAT configuration is presented on Figure 7 - where
multiple internal IP addresses are translated to one
external IP addresses.

The tests of NAT mechanisms were carried with disabled
CEF mechanism. The measurements were performed with the
following parameters set:

• Direction: Full-duplex,
• Size: 64 B,
• Time: 30 seconds,

Figure 7. PAT configuration.

TABLE II. RESULTS OF NAT TESTS.

Type of translation Delay [µs]
No translation 147±2.6

Static NAT 151±2.8
Dynamic NAT 155±3

PAT 257±3.7

Figure 8. Distribution of probes in NAT tests.

• Load: 10%.

The results are presented in Table 2. As we can see, NAT
in its static and dynamic versions does not introduce much
overhead on the transmission delay. This has to be due to the
simplicity of the operations that are executed and simple single
cycles of the processor required for its implementation.

On the other hand, NAT with port translation (PAT) induces
the delay of 175% of the original value. This is due to the
need to use the layer 4 addressing of ports and analysis of
data stored in the segment header.

Detailed test results are shown in Figure 8.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The studies conducted in the paper demonstrated the order
of magnitude of additional delay induced by traffic filtering
and security mechanisms. In the ACL case, the extra delay
grows more or less linearly with the number of rules. For 100
rules the observed delay was twice as large as without ACL.
For 1000 rules the delay increased 10 times. In the case of
IPS set to in-line mode, the delay seven times larger than the
original was observed. On the other hand, IPS in promiscuous
mode had a negligible impact on the delay. Also the static
and dynamic NAT had a minor impact of the delay. The PAT
version, however, enlarged the delay by 75%.

As for the future work, the authors are working on a
study of combined effects/mutual influence generated by de-
scribed mechanisms. Also, an interesting continuation would
be a study on the methodology of finding a secure topology
design, while using as little overhead on the performance, as
possible. In other words, the trade-off between the security
and delay may be investigated. As long as we cannot allow
for the degradation of security at the expense of increased
performance, the solutions we are going to work on will focus
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on the migration to the new ways of creating network topology,
inter alia, programmable networks.
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